
       Crisis-Workbook 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(draw a phantom image of the you that is 

having a crisis/ of this crisis 

OR draw a phantom image of your current 

internal safe space/the currently best-

working self-image, here) 

 

 

 

 

 



The Basis 

self-image I can deal with: can I create it/keep it 

up right now? 

What are my minimum needs that need to be met, 

minimum conditions, right now, in order to be able 

to work with this any further? The basis I need to 

start from? 

Checklist, to see if these conditions are met. 

Example:  

minimum of sleep/maximum of sleep;  did I eat/what 

did I eat; are any bad triggers happening; are any 

enemies/interferences nearby; did I do something to 

feel useful/constructive; am I breathing,getting 

enough air; am I warm/cold enough; is it quiet in my 

surroundings/my head or do I need music;  

make a chart(tabelle) of things that could be 

useful to go through: everytime you look at it, you 

can tick off all the things that are okay and mark 

the basic needs that aren’t met, come back to it as 

often as you need. 

 

 

 

 



Mindscape/Inner Safe Space 

&Self-Image page 

try to create a place in your mind you would feel 

right at, and try to find the person you would like 

to be, are, there. 

If you can’t free-write/think about it, use one of 

the worksheets/imagination tools provided 

(worldbuilding tools, visualization guides… – find 

those that work for you in advance!) 

Write down or draw anything you can come up with. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Now, keeping in mind this person you are in 

the mindspace that you like; what are 

things you could do FOR them that 

would be nice for them? How could 

you care for them? 

Medicine, healing stuff, comfort tools, smells, …….. 

Anything!  

(since its often not possible to get yourself to care 

for yourself, once you found a self-image you can 

like (one that works for your current state!), try to 

imagine doing the caring for them instead. In other 

words, if you cant be the worthy cause, try to find 

the worthy cause in some aspect of yourself. If that 

is difficult, you can even leave the purpose 

ambiguous and try to find the motivation in the 

caring itself – become a knight in shining 

armor/healer/familiar or spirit/guardian/older 

sibling/friend….) 

 

 



Following up: List of things you 

can/should  

See (pictures;colors;light/darkness;glasses?;objects around 

you;general surroundings;symbols&reminders;) 

Watch(movies;movements;things happening;other people doing 

things/activities;places;observations;theater;intentional 

and unintentional performances…) 

Read(books.poetry.fairytales.comix.fanfiction.(idea:find 

fiction/fanfiction with specific themes that fit your 

mood/situation, on sites like fictionpress/fanfiction.net) 

Taste(not just eating/drinking, but example: keep a taste 

that helps you available to lick/sip,  like a salt stone or 

candy cane or…) 

Smell(scented/smelling object, incense, perfume/oil, a 

jar/bowl of earth or sand or, anything…) 

Feel(something to stroke, knead in your hand, burrow your 

fingers into(see jar of earth/sand☺),piece of cloth,rough 

surface/any surface that feels nice, but also short 

impulses:something cold/hot, sharp/soft, … hot water bottle? 

Ice cubes in a bowl?) 

!dont forget temperature! What is the temperature that 

feels right? Maintain/create it! Also: wetness/dryness? 

*Permission to shower as often as you like, or never if that 

helps.* 

Hear. Basic: what is the soundscape around you? Do you 

need silence&can you create it, or do you need other 

sounds? Music? Sound of rain, water running, other noises 



(make yourself some good recordings of sounds that help 

for example. Like a playground. Or forest. Or construction 

site or workshop. Or farm. Or crackling of flames. or… 

Audiobooks! Record a favorite person reading your favorite 

story/book!) 

 

Especially write down those things you know you tend to 

forget. 

& permission to actually do/use them; what you need to do  

be able to use them? If possible, make preparations against 

possible blockades that may appear against actually using 

them. 

 

_______________________________ 

Special halfPage because especially important: 

INVENTORY: 

Safe food&drink list. (find foods that wont trigger 

you, that are completely nondangerous even if 

eaten in a big amount?)) 

Safe clothing list.keep available: favorite socks, 

tarnkappen, cape to spontaneously hide in… 

 

 



Following up: things to DO, constructive 
things that are possible right now, 

transformative, creative things to 

create movement. 

Adventures, crafts. 

(Possibly preparations for futures you plan to 

live.) 

Starting from the smallest to the biggest things, 

and preferable things that don’t put uncomfortable 

pressure on you: what are some creative actions you 

might be able to do right now? How could you 

transform your current state? Create some kind of 

movement? 

->Create any transformation? (It doesn’t at all have 

to be “you” who transforms! Just anything.)  

Important: it doesn’t have to be stuff you have to DO 

right now. Creating ideas, making plans now that 

you will do later, is also transformative.  

You can also just do research for ideas. Read 

cooking recipes on the internet/DIY crafting guides, 

flip through some crafting books, make a box of 

materials you will use for the future, read travel 

logs…… 



A great thing to do is make space for futures. Apart 

from cleaning, designating boxes, shelves, and 

especially empty notebooks/books for future uses, 

making a nice frame for a picture that you don’t 

have yet, or packing an adventure bag/picknick 

basket for an excursion you will do some other 

time. Or prepare outfits. Or prepare anything at all. 

Great resource for this part is:  

the 101 alternatives to suicide book 

mit findus durchs ganze jahr 

your favorite cookbook 

also: strolling through crafting stores/thrift 

stores/freeshops/rummaging through your own 

handicrafts-drawer 

any place with books 

also: museums&galleries 

(virtual galleries like deviantart…) 

 

 

 



Following: page for brainstorming 
mission statements, futures, plans, 

ideas, motivations & inspirations. 

Anything goes anything at all. Also 

collect triggers if a good idea: 

motivational triggers that are not 

harmful. 

So this is explicitly for future selves. Its different from 

the crafts-page in that these are not things you 

should/can do now. These are for the future. Think big! 

Anything goes & is possible. Most of all, while the crafting 

things should be as low-barrier, as doable and accessible 

as possible, this page is the opposite. The more 

uncompromised and radical the dreams and wishes that go 

here, the more they are likely to fit you and so work as 

motivation. Give yourself permission to ignore annoying 

voices of reason if any come up.  

 

 

 

 

 



Allies page! 

Make a list of your allies. Of any world, any 

form, and species. Who is on your side right 

now? Whose supportive existence do you want 

to rely on right now? 

Paste an envelope with letters/written down 

quotes/notes-> reminders of their allegiance, 

from these people&creatures. (ask people to 

write you down these reminders if 

applicable&helpful. They can be pledges of 

support, love letters or just nice notes. Or 

invitations, Or reminders that they want to 

help and want you to contact them for help if 

that applies.) 

 

 

 

 

 



Warning page. 

*vital needs you tend to forget (for example 

nutrients, or body temperature, breathing…) 

*things to stay away from! (and people) 

*Triggers to avoid 

 

*enemies?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Warning page is a double page, BECAUSE: 

you might want to/should at least be 

able to clip it shut with a 

büroklammer/tape/etc to not read it 

accidentally! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LAST PAGES: brainstorming pages for 

UNDERSTANDING this crisis: 
write down any notes here, any information 

you can find, gather, figure out, that might 

help you understand, put into words, the 

crisis you are having. What is the meaning of 

the troubles you are experiencing? What are 

you learning, finding out about them? What 

are influencing factors? Internal & external 

ones? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



UNDERSTANDING PAGE 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

…and as many more as you want. (last because 

this way you can easily add more. 



 

 

 

 


